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HEMP REGULATIONS
CREATE COMPLIANCE
CHALLENGES

ON OCTOBER 31, 2019, THE UNITED STATES DEPART-

USDA HEMP PRODUCER LICENSE

ment of Agriculture (USDA) unveiled the interim final rule for
its U.S. Domestic Hemp Production Program, and may now proceed with review and approval of state and tribal hemp plans.
The release commenced a 60-day public comment period with
an effective date of December 31, 2019, and the USDA will publish finalized rules within two years. Although hemp may continue to be cultivated pursuant to authority granted by the 2014
Farm Bill, that authority sunsets on October 31, 2020.
Initial public reaction to the interim regulations has been generally pessimistic. Producers of hemp complain that the testing
and compliance requirements are too strict and that if implemented the interim rule may stunt industry growth. In particular, many are concerned with the USDA’s definition of the 0.3%
THC limit for legal hemp, restrictive testing methodologies under a new federal testing standard, and a new requirement that
all testing labs be DEA-certified, which may result in inadequate
testing capacity to meet demand.

The USDA will begin accepting applications 30 days after the effective date of its interim rule. It will not accept applications from
licensed hemp producers (producers) whose states have already
submitted a plan, which thus far includes Arizona, Georgia, Kentucky, Montana, North Dakota, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Texas and Wyoming.
During the first year, applications can be submitted at any
time. Afterward, license applications and license renewal applications must be submitted between August 1 and October 31. All
applications will require basic contact information and a completed criminal history report for each key participant. Rejected
applicants may appeal. Applicants who have been convicted of a
felony related to a controlled substance in the past 10 years will
not be granted a license.
Licenses do not renew automatically and must be renewed
every three years. Licenses will be valid until December 31 in
the final year before the producer’s license expires. Producers are
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for documenting where each producer grows its hemp; sampling,
testing and disposal of noncompliant plants; and compliance.
The USDA has 60 days to approve a state’s plan after submission.
If a plan is approved, it will remain in effect unless revoked by the
USDA at a later date. If a plan is rejected, the USDA will provide
a letter outlining the plan’s deficiencies. States have the option to
submit an amended plan upon rejection. If an approved plan later
requires amendment because of a state’s legislative or regulatory
changes, the amended plan must be submitted for approval.
A state that initially elects to authorize hemp production
pursuant to the USDA plan may submit its own plan at a later
time. Once a state begins to issue its own licenses, any previously
granted USDA license becomes invalid.

DOCUMENTING WHERE HEMP IS CULTIVATED
Each plan must contain a process to track the land where hemp
is cultivated. All information regarding hemp production sites
must be collected and stored for three years. Producers must disclose a description of their land and provide geospatial locations
for each field, site or greenhouse where the producer intends to
grow hemp. Producers also must report their hemp crop acreage
to the FSA.

SAMPLING, TESTING AND DISPOSAL

required to immediately report their crop acreage to the USDA
Farm Service Agency (FSA) and provide the specific geospatial
location where the hemp is produced. Producers must notify
the USDA immediately following any change to the information
provided on the license application.

STATE AND TRIBAL HEMP PLANS
The USDA has reiterated that the 2018 Farm Bill preempts any
state law designed to restrict hemp in interstate commerce. The
2018 Farm Bill specifically “allows for the interstate transportation and shipment of hemp in the United States.” The new regulations, however, contain no explicit language or direction for what
documents or information should be included within shipping
manifests for hemp or hemp-derived products that are transported in interstate commerce.
States and tribes are allowed to submit their own hemp regulatory plans for USDA approval so long as the plans are more stringent than the USDA’s rule. State plans must include procedures

State plans must include procedures for sampling and testing to
ensure that each harvest does not exceed a THC concentration
of 0.3% on a dry weight basis. Producers must deliver their samples to a DEA-registered lab for testing 15 days before the anticipated harvest date. For crops on less than one acre, producers
are required to provide a cutting from a single plant as a sample.
For crops on between two and 10 acres, producers must provide
one plant per acre, take cuttings of each selected plant and combine the cuttings to form a composite sample. For crops over 10
acres, the USDA has supplied a complex formula to determine
an appropriate sample size for testing. Designated federal or state
inspectors will personally collect a representative sample from
each producer’s crop 15 days before the anticipated harvest.
Samples must be tested using “post-decarboxylation” or “similar analytical methods” such as gas or liquid chromatography with
detection. Each method is designed to report the total THC concentration level after its conversion from delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol THCA to THC. The total THC derived from the sum of the
THC and THCA content shall be reported on a dry weight basis.
The rule’s total THC requirement is expected to cause widespread disruption for many current participants in the industry.
A majority of the state hemp regulations currently in place require only a delta-9 THC concentration. Total THC concentration is an entirely different standard that will limit the hemp varieties that farmers may legally grow. Many hemp varieties that are
currently being cultivated pursuant to the authority of the 2014
Farm Bill, and which test below 0.3% THC concentration using
test methods that only measure delta-9 tetrahydrocannabinol,
will no longer be legal under the 2018 Farm Bill as a result of
the total THC requirement for determining THC concentration.
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COMPLIANCE AND AUDITS

VIOLATIONS AND CORRECTIVE ACTION PLANS

Producers in different states are scrambling to adjust and comply with the interim federal regulations. Compliance with the
allowable THC concentration in hemp will be the biggest challenge for the industry as a whole. Many states already have established their own acceptable THC concentrations. For example,
in Vermont, the allowable THC concentration is 1%, which is
more than three times the allowable limit under the federal law
and 50% higher than the 0.5% negligent violation threshold. The
0.5% threshold is especially worrisome because it could lead to
the suspension and possible revocation of a producer’s license.
How a particular cannabis plant reaches certain THC concentration levels is not totally understood and the science remains
in its infancy. Although the USDA acknowledges the difficulty
with growing hemp within the requisite THC concentration
levels, the current interim compliance rules and regulations

As stated earlier, a producer can be issued a negligent violation if
the THC concentration of the plant exceeds 0.5%. In determining whether a violation occurred, the interim rules state that a
failed test from a distinct lot may invalidate the entire harvest.
The rules do not state what defines a “distinct lot.”
The USDA is aware that determining THC concentration is
not an exact science and that uncertainty exists prior to testing.
In response, the USDA has established corrective action plans
for those producers who are issued violations. The violating
producer will receive a notice of violation that will include a
corrective action plan. Although it is yet to be determined how
intensive these correction action plans will be, the interim rules
state that the plan will include a reasonable date by which the
producer shall correct the violation. The producer may be required to report “periodically” to the USDA on its compliance
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The gas chromatography test recseem to have been drafted with a
ommended under the rule also has
heavy emphasis on external enbeen criticized by the hemp indusforcement with bright-line levels
try because it tends to increase the
of acceptable THC.
THC concentration in hemp samThe USDA has divided compliples and can raise the concentraance into two separate categories:
tion over the 0.3% limit. A sample
general audits to ensure complithat originally contains a compliant
ance and corrective plans for those
THC concentration may ultimately
licensees who have been issued
test above the limit because the gas
negligent violations. It is important
chromatography test is designed
to note that while negligent vioto heat the sample at temperatures
lations will not result in criminal
State plans must include
high enough to alter its molecular
prosecution, they can lead to a susstructure. An inaccurate result can
pension or revocation of a license.
procedures for sampling and
trigger mandatory immediate disThe new rules also establish two
testing to ensure that each
posal of an entire crop, especially if
types of audits: a desk-audit and an
harvest does not exceed a
the concentration is revealed to be
on-site visit to the licensee’s facility
THC concentration of 0.3%
0.5% or higher, and could lead to
to ensure compliance. The USDA
the suspension and possible revoexplicitly states that “USDA will
on a dry weight basis.
cation of a producer’s license.
conduct an audit of all USDA liThe USDA will require that all
censees no more than every three
testing labs be registered by the DEA. The USDA’s website will
years based on available resources.” Interestingly, the USDA did
contain a list of approved DEA-registered labs. The labs are renot provide any guidance as to which facilities will be audited in
quired to report the combination of each sample’s total THC
person and which will simply receive a desk-audit.
concentration level and the “measurement of uncertainty” when
reporting THC test results. The measurement of uncertainty will
DESK-AUDIT
create a distribution range that will help determine if the sample
As its name suggests, a desk-audit gives the USDA authority to
is 0.3% or lower. So long as the sample’s distribution range conrequest records kept by the licensee. The requested records will
tains 0.3% or less THC content, the sample will be acceptable.
include production and planting data, testing results and the
Any test result that shows a 95% confidence that the sample’s
catch-all category of “other information as determined by USDA.”
THC content is higher than 0.3% shall be conclusive evidence
that one or more plants are noncompliant. A producer may reON-SITE OR INSPECTION AUDITS
quest a retest at the producer’s expense if it believes the original
The interim rules state that the USDA is granted access to “any
test results were in error. Any hemp that exceeds the acceptable
fields, greenhouses, storage facilities, or other locations where
THC level must be disposed of in accordance with DEA regulathe licensee produces hemp.” What has not been established is
tions. Labs are required to share test results from the producer
the duration of the on-site audits or any notice provided to the
with the USDA.
licensee before the onsite audit.
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with the plan for a period of not less than the next two calendar
years. Habitual violators are subject to being ineligible to produce hemp for a period of time. For example, three negligent
violations in a time span of five years will result in a five-year
moratorium on hemp production for that producer.
Failure to comply with the corrective action plan may lead to a
suspension or revocation of a producer’s license. The USDA has
set a bright-line rule that a producer’s license will be revoked if
the producer is convicted or pleads guilty to a felony for possession of a controlled substance, knowingly makes false statements
to USDA officials, knowingly grows cannabis exceeding the acceptable THC level, or negligently violates the acceptable THC
level three times in a five-year period.
The USDA also reserves the right to report violating producers of THC levels above 0.5% to the attorney general and state
law enforcement.

DUTY TO REPORT TO FARM SERVICE AGENCY
Similar to more traditional farming, hemp producers are required to provide data to FSA regarding hemp crop acreage, and
specific information regarding field acreage, greenhouse or indoor square footage of hemp planted. The USDA intends to use
this information to assemble and maintain a database for hemp
production throughout the country.

WHAT COMES NEXT?
While the initial reaction to the interim rules has been generally negative, the 60-day public comment period may result in
the loosening of some of the regulations. The USDA readily admits that testing for THC concentration is susceptible to error,
which is currently managed under the proposed regulations by
a margin of error allowance. The individual states should work
with the USDA during the public comment period to determine
what acceptable testing and sampling procedures should be
implemented in the final interim rule. Another question that
demands clarity is whether the requirement of all testing to be
performed by DEA-certified labs will create inadequate testing
capacity to meet anticipated demand.
Ian Stewart (ian.stewart@wilsonelser.com) is a partner with Wilson
Elser Moskowitz Edelman & Dicker LLP’s Los Angeles office and
co-chairs their cannabis practice. Justin Dobek (Justin.Dobek@
wilsonelser.com), an associate in the Chicago office of Wilson Elser
Moskowitz Edelman & Dicker LLP, is a member of the complex tort,
professional liability and cannabis practice groups. Ruben Espinosa
(Ruben.Espinosa@wilsonelser.com) is an associate attorney for the
Cannabis Law Practice Team at Wilson Elser Moskowitz Edelman
& Dicker LLP. Learn more about cannabis issues at the America’s
Claims Executive Forum & Expo in New Orleans, April 20-22.
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